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Data Warehousing and Data Mining Techniques 

Summer Term 2021 – Exercise Sheet 3 

These exercises are not collected nor graded, i.e. you are free to solve as many exercises 

as you like. We will discuss the exercises after the lecture recap on May 4th, 2021. Ex-

ercises or parts of exercises marked with Detour are additions to the lecture and may 

contain concepts which are not directly relevant for the exams. If you have any ques-

tions regarding the exercises, please don’t hesitate to contact us in the messenger channel 

or by mail (ploetzky@ifis.cs.tu-bs.de).  

 

Exercise 1 

1. Last week we have created a conceptual model on two sales subjects for Bionteχ 

(Fig. 1 in the appendix of this sheet). Draw a cube for the Consulting fact and the # 

customer contacted measure with respect to the dimensions (choose the granularity 

as you see it fit). 

2. Consulting is described by two measures. But how do you depict more then one 

measure in a cube? 

3. Draw the lattice of cuboids for the cube in 1.1. What is the tradeoff regarding the 

materialization of cuboids? 

 

Exercise 2 

You already modeled a cube for the Consulting fact in Exercise 2. The Antibiotics Sales fact 

can be modeled as a Cube AntibioticSales((Month, Customer, Product), (#ProductsSold, 

PricePerInstance)). 

1. Write down the cube from 1.1 as a relational model as depicted for AntibioticSales. 

2. Imagine you want to know the average hours which has been billed in a month by the 

consultants for antibiotics of the product family “ANTBIX”. Additionally, you are only 

interested in such products, which have been sold at least 1000 times in a particular 

month. Write a query in relational Algebra which achieves this objective. Rewrite the 

schema if you need to aggregate a dimension. 

 

Exercise 3 

1. Take the sold products for antibiotics and the dimensions (and concrete values) Month 

(January, February, March, April), Customer (Taylor, Greene, Troy) and Products (An-

tibiax, Arello) as a cube. Compute the index of (March, Greene, Arello) in the multi-

dimensional array of the cube (build the array as you see it fit). 
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2. During 3.1 you made an assumption regarding the order of the dimensions. Does this 

choice have an impact on the performance of an underlying system? 

 

Exercise 4 

Let’s stay with our running example. We now have a logical and physical representation of 

the conceptual model. The next step would be to actually implement it as a relational sche-

ma since we want to base our DW on a relational database. 

1. Shortly explain the ideas behind the star and the snowflake schema along with their 

advantages and disadvantages. 

2. Convert the logical models from Exercises 1 and 2 into both, a star and a snowflake 

schema. Use either the Chen-ER or the UML notation for relational schemas. 

 

Appendix 

 

 

 
Figure 1: 𝐵𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝜒 Conceptual DW Model 
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